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Abstract: This paper describes a design method named “CO-SI Card” that was created and used in a collaborative project with a multidisciplinary team for the design of crossmedia services. This method allows the creation of a tangible and visual tool that generates intermediate representations of situations of communication. These representations optimize the collaboration between members in engaging and playful ways. The purpose of this method is to refine and validate concept(s) by confronting them to random communication scenarios built with the cards but also to explore the communicational potential of the project. We argue first that it is necessary to create tools that allow collaborative team to both diverge and converge in the design process. Then we consider how creating intermediary objects that support a semiotic system where transformations can be operated helps this divergent/convergent process. We then present the method that the team developed - communication situations cards stack - that is a scenario generator framework and how to replicate it. Third, we analyze the case of a project in service design where this method was implemented. Finally, we discuss possible improvements and limitations.
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1. Introduction

Designers use different kind of tools, to generate creativity, organize communication and collaboration, and also fix ideas. On the one hand, scholars [13, 16, 20], have studied how designers used generative methodologies such as brainstorming and game cards and why these methodologies are important for the creativity and the ideation part of the design process. These tools have to be accessible by a diversity of actors in a collaborative way. The challenge for designers is therefore to create tools and methods that support the design process in efficient, engaging and playful ways. Researchers in participatory design such as [6, 8, 14, 19, 22] showed that it was important to create and use intermediary objects to improve collaboration, organization and communication between members of a multidisciplinary design team. As defined by Boujut, “Intermediary objects act as boundary objects in the sense of Star [19]. But intermediary objects are also intermediate states of the product if we consider the objects as mediators translating and representing the future product.” [6] The purpose is to support mutual understanding of the project and ideas. In this respect, intermediary objects can improve collaborative creativity between members of a team but they also stabilize ideas in forms and structures. Other methodologies such as
cluster and vote are aimed to fix and validate ideas and proposals. One of the main challenges is therefore to create tools that help decide. The designer has an interest to use or invent tools and methods that enable the decision process and help the team switch from divergent mode to convergent mode in the collaborative work.

These different goals can be supported by the same tools and methods. For instance, Bouchard et al. in [5] present an example of creation and use of intermediate representations (the representation part of the intermediary object) and their value in the design process both as a creativity and mediation tool. In their case study, they show that intermediate representations on visual cards not only help create intermediary objects that refined the project but also that they supported communication between persons involved and that they stimulated the collective creativity. According to these authors, “Cards have a playful effect, recognized for its efficiency during creative sessions involving sometimes conflictual debates between different corporations… The use of visual matter, such as illustrations and photographs, and of simple keywords, answered the need for very simple representations”.

According to Mer [14], intermediary objects can also support creativity and decision making. Intermediary objects can open the scope and options of the project or close and limit the choices, depending on the time and purpose of their introduction in the global design process. In [10] openness means that an object gives the user some leeway within which he or she can more or less diverge. In contrast, a closed object decreases the number of options and tends to limit this flexibility. The open object encourages a divergence and a work of interpretation, while the closed object transmits a prescription.

Based on these researches, we propose to focus on the anticipation of the communication situations. While this is not necessarily a problem when working on tangible artifacts, it can be a serious drawback when designing information and communication technologies. Before actually submitting the communication platform to users evaluation, the hypothesis was that a better definition of what are the communication stakes was needed. Within the project VUE, the research team had to develop an e-learning platform that addressed the challenges of loneliness, attention, focus, and sharing. They needed to organize a mediated situation of communication between an instructor and students. The designers (including the authors) therefore considered how they could develop a tool that would help consider the different aspects of this mediated situation of communication. The team therefore created a method called the CO-SI Card (Communication Situation Card). Its goal was to organize the creative and decision making process by presenting the communication alternatives after the exploratory phase was done.

In this paper, we first present the theoretical background that led to the choice of this specific format (modular cards) that allow collaborative team to both diverge and converge in the design process. We consider how creating intermediary objects that support a semiotic system where transformations can be operated helps the divergent/convergent process. We also present how a communication design tool includes a model of the situation of communication. We then present the method that the team developed - the communication situations cards stack - that is a communication scenario generator framework. Third, we analyze the use case VUE where this method was implemented and give an example of how these cards built a new perspective on the users. Finally, we discuss possible improvements and limitations.
2. Theoretical background

We focus on designing tools and methods for creativity and decision making. Creativity here is considered as the divergent process and decision-making is a convergent process. A tool that supports design creativity and decision-making therefore must embed divergent and convergent processes. Cards have been used to support all of these ends and we suggest that a semiotic analysis of the way a stack of cards organize meaning making gives insight into design as a combinatory semiotic process.

2.1 Divergence and convergence in the design process

Often designers describe themselves as creating many options (diverging) and then narrowing down their options (converging). Alexander [1] and other designers have described the analysis as a process of decomposing a problem into units. Synthesis follows as re-ordering the units based on dependencies, solving each sub-units, and finally recombining all the units back together. This decomposition-recombination process also contributes to the divergent and then convergent process. Another point of view, equally important, is to describe the process as narrowing down and expanding out, a convergence process leading to a definition and then a divergence process leading to a diversity of options and choices. At each stage of the transformation, the concept or solution becomes clearer and more refined and subsequently leads to the design proposal.

Banathy writes [3], “We first diverge as we consider a number of inquiry boundaries, a number of major design options, and sets of core values and core ideas. Then we converge, as we make choices and create an image of the future system. The same type of divergence-convergence operates in the design solution space. For each of the substantive design domains (core definition, specifications, functions, enabling systems, systemic environment) we first diverge as we create a number of alternatives for each, and then converge as we evaluate the alternatives and select the most promising and most desirable alternative.” And Cross observes [9], “Normally, the overall aim of a design strategy will be to converge on a final, evaluated and detailed design proposal, but within the process of reaching that final design there will be times when it will be appropriate and necessary to diverge, to widen the search or to seek new ideas and starting points. The overall process is therefore convergent, but it will contain periods of deliberate divergence.” What these different analyses suggests is that the convergent/ divergent process is supported by methods and tools that avoid one compact solution but on the contrary play on a diversity of options on the basis of minimum “units” or elements of the design problem. The next section elaborates on these findings by offering a semiotic analysis of the modularity of the system.

2.2 A meaning making system: syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes

In the field of semiotic analysis, research work following up on Saussure [17] is interested in structural analysis. Structural semiotic analysis is used to identify the constituent elements of a semiotic system (such as a text or socio-cultural practices) and the structural relationships between these units. In the structural analysis, a semiotic system can be constructed in two dimensions, the syntagmatic dimension (this plane is that of the combination of 'this-and-this-and-this' in the composition of the situation or construction of the sentence) and the paradigmatic dimension (this plane is that of the selection of 'this-or-this-or-this' in the choice of alternatives that are not yet available ) (Table 1).
Table 1. An example of a semiotic system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paradigmatic axis</th>
<th>Syntagmatic axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The girl shouts</td>
<td>murmurs speaks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following Jakobson’s work who extended this model to non-linguistic languages, Roland Barthes [4] clarified and made explicit this paradigmatic/syntagmatic model by taking non-textual examples such as the garment system or the meal system (Table 2).

Table 2. Examples of non-textual systems – Roland Barthes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Paradigmatic elements</th>
<th>Syntagmatic elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garment</td>
<td>Items which cannot be worn at the same time on the same part of the body, variations corresponds to a change of dress meaning. (dress, skirt, slacks).</td>
<td>Juxtaposition of different elements at the same time in a complete ensemble from hat to shoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal</td>
<td>Different varieties of starters, courses or desserts (tiramisu, ice cream, chocolate fondant).</td>
<td>Concatenation of selected dishes of the meal along. For example: starter, course, dessert.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Susan Spiggle in [18] shows that, in interpretive consumer research, it is important not only to decompose user practice into data but to use qualitative analysis and focus upon meanings. This qualitative analysis also decomposes user practice in a system of units of meaning and the analysis of these units of meaning allows us to understand situations and possibilities. The question is how a situation of communication can be described. The authors chose to follow Hymes’ model of communication because it includes not only linguistic aspects but the whole situation of communication [12]. Hymes brings together sociolinguistics and anthropology of communication. He demonstrates that meaning making is dependent on a context that needs to be observed. He presents a model “S.P.E.A.K.I.N.G” that takes into consideration: “Setting” that is the temporal and spatial framework of communication; Participants that is people who are present whether they speak or not; Ends: the goal of the exchange; Acts: what the participants produce, contents and style of the contents; Key: the style, the tone of the exchanges; Instrumentalities: the tools and media used to communicate; Norms: the values and rules that organize the interaction and the interpretation; Genre: what type of communication activity it is (in our instance, a course). It is therefore possible to decompose a situation of communication into a system of units of meaning. In the interest of our project, we considered designing communication situations from a system composed of interchangeable units belonging to the same class or that can be organized by the rules that bind them.
3. Method

This method allows a team to create an intermediary object shaped as a card game. Based on Hymes’ model of situated communication, we divided the cards into four categories plus one that is an animation tool for the design process itself. The four communication categories include the following elements that we describe in more details in 3.2: participants, actions related to goals, contexts of use (where, when, how long), norms/values. These cards provide the ability to generate many communication situations. The purpose of this method is to refine and validate concept(s) by confronting them to random scenarios built with the cards but also to explore the potential scenarios for this project.

In its implementation, this method is based on keeping all the elements gathered during the analysis stage. The analysis stage consists in listing the different elements of a design situation (character profiles, observation of practices, technology watch...). This list of elements is then implemented in a card game. The cards are then mixed with “challenge” cards. Once the cards are made, the teamwork can begin by engaging different players to constitute these random situations to improve the concept.

The CO-SI card method is integrated to a main design process which will be detailed below. This method pursues several goals. First it has to be part of a design process and work as a generative tool to allow a high degree of personalization. It must be flexible enough to help designing complex scenarios such as the ones required in a crossmedia design service. This point leads to another one: the method must use materials gathered in the former stages of the design process. Keeping all material given by the analysis is important to allow for a maximum modularity in the scenario. Also this method should support a collaborative workflow engaging not only designers but also different participants working on the project. This collaborative way to refine concepts wants to enlarge the scope basically given by a design team and it also wants to motivate a team by giving them a role into the conception process through a playful way: a card game.

3.1 Introduction of CO-SI card in the design process

We chose to work on a four step design process inspired by [9, 10, 15]. The first stage, which starts after the brief, is composed by the analysis. From this stage, a positioning has to emerge to bring the creative process to the second stage: the conceptualization. This step builds storyboards, scenarios to finally produce concepts. These concepts will be refined during the third stage. The CO-SI card method has to be implemented during this third stage to refine concepts and validate scenarios. Once one of the scenarios is validated, it will goes to the specification process to finally be given to the development team. A scenario which could not be validated at the end of the refining step will return to the conceptualization step.

(Figure.1) shows how we integrated our method in a global design process. (Figure.2) shows in detail the operation of the CO-SI card method.
Figure 1 CO-SI card method in the global design process.
The CO-SI card method diagram
Integrated into a global design process

Figure.2 CO-SI card method in detail.
3.2 Cards generator

The authors chose to divide the card game into only five categories. We created a first category which is not directly related to the project itself but which suggests ways of managing the design process with the cards and provide with various rules to play the cards: the challenge cards.

This category is only here to bring some “constraints” and give a more playful experience, for example a challenge card would be to add a rule like “the scenario has to be done in less than 1 minute” (...). The challenge cards category is the only category which does not use materials from the project to make cards, these cards can be generated freely or could be present by default in the CO-SI card game set.

The four other categories (participants, actions, context of use, values) are inspired by Hymes’ model of communication.

- Participants who are potentially required to manipulate or participate in the service;
- Actions and ends (as they are described by Hymes are reunited here) which are aimed to be done with or on the service; for example checking the level of acquisition of the student;
- Context of use, which set the way it can be used (mainly where, when and how long);
- Values: this category has to challenge ideas through the main social values of the project. It ensures the homogeneity of the proposals in relation to the global positioning of the project.

The team decided that the Genre was provided by the brief of the project: building an e-learning platform and therefore making sure that a teaching/learning situation is provided by the platform. Instrumentalities in Hymes’ model correspond to the design goal: the group has to develop appropriate media to support the activities of the participants [7]. The stylistic keys are also later incorporated in the design process on the basis of the strategy of communication that has been defined.

Cards are edited thanks to a graphical template which allows to edit the five different categories of family cards. The cards generation is made by the designers, this step is not shared with the rest of the team and is still the responsibility of the creative team. Each card has a title, a category color and name, a short description and an illustration (Figure.3, Figure.4).
3.3 How to use the CO-SI Card method

The CO-SI method cards should be used as a combinatory toy. All team members gather around a table and try to find ideas or solutions that would best respond to the communication situation that is presented. They should not forget that ideas must take into account all the cards.

We consider two different approaches, systematic and random:

- The systematic approach consists in combining all the different possibilities one by one. If the combination does not seem pertinent to the idea or concept, the designers can skip to the next one. This systematic approach works only if there are not too many options/cards for each family.
- The random approach consists in picking one card out of each family of cards without seeing them in advance.

Two types of interactions between members of the design team are possible:

- They can try to collectively create the best idea or solution.
- They can each create an idea and then make a presentation. The ideas are then discussed and the best one is chosen collectively. This method can generate more ideas and avoid excessive fixation effects.

4. Use case: context and first results

The CO-SI card method has been tested and first validated into a design service project named “Vue Project”. The design process began in April 2011 and finished two months later after the concept had been validated and the project transmitted to define its specifications. The “Vue Project is about a virtual environment dedicated to online learning, merging real time classes with asynchronous tools such as forums, tchats and a full playback space for past formations [7, 11]. This learning environment allows crossmedia modularity.

This project was initiated by a partnership between a service development company and a research laboratory. A team made of interaction designers, engineers, researchers (telecommunication, interaction design, information and communication sciences) and a project manager, worked together for two months from the start brief, passing by the analysis and the conceptualization phases to finally proceed to the refining stage. The conception of the card game was initiated by the interaction design researcher and the interaction designer.

Once the card game was ready, the whole team was called to participate in the game. For example, the players got: participant card: student; action and ends card: knowledge evaluation; context of use card: user with a small amount of time (waiting for the bus, for example); value card: playful; challenge card: draw another “context card” (and get, for example, poor connectivity). The players easily imagined the following scenario: the learner is in the metro; she goes home; the connectivity is not good but she wants to optimize her time by doing exercises. She takes her smartphone and connects to the VUE portal. It detects the device and adapts its interface. Then, the user easily access a series of multiple choice questions related to the course. To stimulate user engagement, some playful mechanisms like points and leaderboard are implemented. Thanks to the cards, the developers, designers, managers and researchers worked together to generate scenarios and refine the concept. The first experiments showed that CO-SI Cards facilitated communication within the team thanks to the size of the stack of cards, the easiness to handle it. They also contributed to creating situations of communication for the service, situations that participants would not have imagined or anticipated otherwise.
The method brought unexpected results and several months later the industrial partners are still using the scenarios as they were built in the design process with CO-SI card method. The CO-SI method works as an intermediary object that brings consistency and coherence between the different parts of this complex project. The first development of this project was operated as a short-term project. The next step is to bring the same workflow to a long term vision of how to design other e-learning platforms, using the same values used in this first iteration. While the method was initiated to conceptualize a virtual campus and virtual classes, now the industrial partners are operating a 360 degree spectrum to develop a full virtual environment composed of meeting rooms, conference rooms or collaborative workspaces, following the same rules the design researchers initialized.

5. Discussion

The CO-SI card game supports the three goals of collaborative design work

- it supports communication because team members have to agree on the understanding of the design elements and discuss in a playful way of the different options.
- it supports creativity because it reopens to a variety of scenarios along paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes.
- it supports decision making because it clarifies the alternatives on the basis of the analysis (the team does not re-start from scratch) and helps the team clearly considers the alternatives to dismiss those that do not fit the goals of the project.

If the method showed some good results, some questions are still pending and some new problematic elements have been encountered. This first step in the development of a method showed us how complicated it is to make a method which can be adapted and fitted to different use case. The next step will be to figure out if this method can fit other service design projects or even a totally different design project. On the other hand, the collaborative way to refine and validate concepts was credited by very positive feedbacks from the team. Engaging people through a card game really was felt to be a good experience for the design team as much as for the rest of the team project. The notion of game was an important aspect of this tool. The team was working together to build something in a very playful way.

These first results give us an indication of what to observe during the next use of the method. It will be easier to measure and validate the benefits of the method. And it will be easier to choose appropriate analytical tools (interview with appropriate surveys, creative performance [2, 21]…) and validate the benefits of the method.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the diversity of goals that design tools and methods need to pursue. Amongst them we argue that divergence and convergence as fundamental elements of the creativity and decision process, rely on a semiotic process of meaning making that play on two axes: paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes. Elementary units are organized and reorganized to explore the design situation. Based on this analysis, we developed a stack of cards that organizes a combinatory process. The CO-SI cards are a method and a tool that can be used to create an intermediary objects which provide some representations of communication situations. These intermediary objects support divergence and convergence at the same time and seem suitable for the phase of refinement and validation. By creating tangible and playful cards we could observe new exploratory dimensions of the created concept and a pleasurable effect when the project team used them.
Feedbacks showed us that this method improved some positive results for this very specific use case. The next step for this method will be to be challenged with different use case and see if it is a viable method in different design processes. In the next few months, the method will be used in two different projects, one will still be about crossmedia service design, the other one will extrapolate and talk about space and product design to observe and experiment the method’s limitations. This method is basically thought for a specific kind of design process, the next question is to know if it can be used in a more general design process and if not what changes could be implemented so that it could be of a more universal use.
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